Pistol Grip Cutter
Compact Design
reduces fatigue and
improves accessibility

Innovations
Innovations In
In
“Comfort Cradle”
Grip helps prevent
pliers from slipping
out of hand.

Pliers

Cushion Grip Handles
Leaf Spring

here is no more perfect match than
the two halves that make a pair of
Snap-on® pliers.

T

Ergonomic Handle reduces
repetitive strain injuries

Forged Pliers on
Average 58%
Stronger Than
Stamped

Tip Sizes
.038", .047",
.070", .090".
Tip Angles 0º,
45º, 90º.

Induction Hardened
Cutting Edge stays
sharper longer and
will cut with less effort

Pivot Screw
Converts From
Internal to External

Black Industrial
Finish

Convertible Snap Ring Pliers

That’s because we make both pieces at
the same time on the same machine so the
mating surfaces are identical. The joint is
smooth, the jaw tips line up exactly and
the cutters are perfectly aligned. The jaws
are precision-forged and the cutters are
differentially heat treated. The teeth are
milled like file teeth, sharp and strong, for
outstanding grip even at the tips of the jaws.
Overlapping cutters are made to shear the
work with less effort, and stay sharp longer.
Our Stork® series needle nose and
gripping pliers reach farther, grip harder
and do more things than ever. And wait
until you get your hands on the ergonomic
pistol-grip model!
You’ll find Snap-on® pliers handle just
about everything, from electronic assembly
to plumbing, from retaining rings to high
voltage, from bending to brake work.

Non-slip
Cushion
Grips

Large Gripping Surface
allows user to apply
sustained maximum force

14 1⁄2" Length
Provides
Extra Reach

Wide Cushion Grips

Precision
Riveted
Flush Joints

Slim
Tapered
Jaws

Another perfect match: Your hand and
Snap-on® pliers. Nothing even comes close™.

Unique Thumb Button allows
user to adjust jaw opening
without losing control of pliers
Leaf
Spring

Serrated Milled
Gripping Teeth
Ergonomic Grip Design
narrow handle opening
even at largest jaw position

Differential
Teeth Design

Soft Grip Handles provides
non-slip gripping surface

Stork® Plus Pliers

Long, Narrow
Self-Locking Jaws

Adjustable Pliers

